Teens at Risk

“Today, kids dream of being professional athletes and entertainers, and they have dreams of money and fame. I would like them to see education as an alternative, more realistic way to attain their goals.”
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STAGE OF LIFE – Teen

FACT

Among 10- to 24-year-olds, homicide is the leading cause of death for African Americans.
When inspire first came into use in the 14th century it had a meaning it still carries in English today: â€œto influence, move, or guide by divine or supernatural influence or action.â€ Itâ€™s this use that we see in phrases like â€œscripture inspired by God,â€ where the idea is that God shaped the scripture in an active and explicit way. The meaning is a metaphorical extension of the word's Latin root: inspirare means "to breathe or blow into." Inspire is an Arlington, Virginia-based healthcare social network. It builds and manages online support groups for patients and caregivers, and connects patients to life science companies for the purpose of research. Founded in 2005, the company serves more than one million patients and caregivers in several hundred online support groups. These online groups are mostly organized around a single condition, such as psoriasis, ovarian cancer, or lung cancer. From Middle English inspiren, enspiren, from Old French inspirer, variant of espirer, from Latin ānșpārāre, present active infinitive of ānșpārārī (ācœinspireā), itself a loan-translation of Biblical Ancient Greek πνεύμα (pnēuma, "breathe"), from in + spārā (ācœbreatheā). (General American) IPA(key): /ɪn.ˈspaɪɹ/. (Received Pronunciation) IPA(key): /ɪn.ˈspaɪə(ɹ)/. Rhymes: -aɪə(ɹ). inspire (third-person singular simple present inspires, present participle inspiring, simple past and past participle inspired).